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The Community Ecology of Herbivore 
Regulation in an Agroecosystem: 
Lessons from Complex Systems

JOHN VANDERMEER, INGE ARMBRECHT, ALDO DE LA MORA, KATHERINE K. ENNIS, GORDON FITCH,  
DAVID J. GONTHIER, ZACHARY HAJIAN-FOROOSHANI, HSUN-YI HSIEH, AARON IVERSON, DOUGLAS JACKSON, 
SHALENE JHA, ESTELÍ JIMÉNEZ-SOTO, GUSTAVO LOPEZ-BAUTISTA, ASHLEY LARSEN, KEVIN LI, HEIDI LIERE, 
ANDREW MACDONALD, LINDA MARIN, KAITLYN A. MATHIS, IVAN MONAGAN, JONATHAN R. MORRIS,  
THERESA ONG, GABRIELLA L. PARDEE, IRIS SARAENY RIVERA-SALINAS, CHATURA VAIYDA,  
KIMBERLY WILLIAMS-GUILLEN, SENAY YITBAREK, SHINSUKE UNO, ASH ZEMENICK, STACY M. PHILPOTT, AND 
IVETTE PERFECTO

Whether an ecological community is controlled from above or below remains a popular framework that continues generating interesting research 
questions and takes on especially important meaning in agroecosystems. We describe the regulation from above of three coffee herbivores, a leaf 
herbivore (the green coffee scale, Coccus viridis), a seed predator (the coffee berry borer, Hypothenemus hampei), and a plant pathogen (the 
coffee rust disease, caused by Hemelia vastatrix) by various natural enemies, emphasizing the remarkable complexity involved. We emphasize 
the intersection of this classical question of ecology with the burgeoning field of complex systems, including references to chaos, critical transitions, 
hysteresis, basin or boundary collision, and spatial self-organization, all aimed at the applied question of pest control in the coffee agroecosystem.

Keywords: agroecosystems, ecology, complex systems

Research summaries frequently require a historical   
 backdrop. A quick history of ecology might begin 

with the idea that Tansley’s post-WWI botanical surveys 
ushered in the modern science of ecology, although its basic 
vision was articulated half a century earlier by Haeckel, in 
what was a simple statement recognizable even today in its 
modern manifestation (Haeckel 1866, Staufer 1957, Tansley 
1920, Tilley 2011). The application of mathematics to the 
field was pioneered by the threesome of Lotka, Volterra, 
and Gausse, in the 1920s (Haydon and Lloyd 1999) and the 
conceptualization of an ecosystem as a hierarchical energy 
transfer system by Lindeman in 1942, arguably the founda-
tion on which the Odum brothers successfully launched 
what we call ecosystems ecology today (Odum 1956, 1959). 
The famous Hairston and colleagues (1960) paper, perhaps 
marking the birth of modern community ecology, generated 
a popular framework that continues generating interesting 
research questions, all formulated around the central idea 
that terrestrial communities are regulated by the predators 
eating the herbivores. Finally, Richard Levins’s lifelong com-
mitment to viewing both ecological communities and eco-
systems as complex systems presaged the current popularity 

of combining recent developments in the field of complex 
systems with the persistent search for basic framings in 
community ecology (Levins 1998, Vandermeer and Perfecto 
2017). This is the historical skeleton on which the current 
essay is built, framed within the Hairston and colleagues 
(1960) hypothesis in the context of Levins’s insistence on a 
complex systems approach.

The most enduring question of Hairston and colleagues 
(1960) remains popular today, indeed takes on new meaning 
in the context of modern complex systems. Is a community 
controlled from above or below, from predators or from 
competition among herbivores for plant resources (Hunter 
and Price 1992, Power 1992)? Certainly ecologists have not 
been credulous to the point of oversimplifying either preda-
tor–prey relationships or interspecific competition; how-
ever, the simple question “Is control from above or below?” 
seems a persistent underlying framework for many research 
programs. The agroecosystem, by its very nature, refuses to 
entertain this question, at least in its classical form. If the 
objects of attention (the crops) are overused by the herbi-
vores (which are consequently called pests), it is not a system 
that is regarded as one we should allow to persist (Ong and 
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Vandermeer 2015). Rather, if the system is to persist at all, 
the herbivores must be regulated from above. Indeed the 
standard practical agronomic question “How can we control 
the pests?” if translated into its true ecological meaning 
would be “How can we cause the system to switch from con-
trol from below to control from above?”

Control from below has come to mean much more than 
seems to have been the intent of Hairston and colleagues 
(1960), especially in light of what we now understand about 
plant chemistry and its relationship to herbivory (Hunter 
and Price 1992, Hunter 2016). Nonetheless, in this article, 
we focus on what we think was the initial intent: Either 
herbivores overconsume their food source and are therefore 
“controlled,” or herbivores are consumed by their predators 
and are therefore “controlled.” Given this general notion that 
control must be from above, we are freed from the standard 
question (above or below?) and can begin exploring the 
nature of that control. Although advocates for a more ecolog-
ically rational agriculture (including ourselves) persistently 
argue that the science of ecology should underlie the science 
of agriculture, we argue that the science itself is in a state of 
rapid evolution, especially with regard to acknowledging the 
important contextualization of complex systems. In the pres-
ent article, we summarize much of the work we have done in 
the past 20 years, using the coffee agroecosystem as a model 
system, particularly focusing on the issue of pest control, 
which is to say control of the herbivore guild from above. 
Almost 10 years ago, we summarized what we then under-
stood about this system (Vandermeer et  al. 2010), wherein 
we emphasized the importance of ecological complexity in 
the pursuit of efficient pest regulation. The current work 
is an update on this research program. Our emphasis then 
and now is on the irreducibility of the complexities involved 
in the species assemblage that forms the “above,” perhaps 
reflecting the ideas of Robert Rosen: A complex system can-
not be reduced to a collection of simple ones (Lane 2018, 
Vandermeer and Perfecto 2018). We describe the regulation 
of three coffee herbivores, a leaf herbivore, a seed predator, 
and a plant pathogen, by various players from above, empha-
sizing the remarkable complexity involved. The intersection 
of ecology with the burgeoning field of complex systems is 
evident, and this classical question of ecology is anointed 
with a well-deserved appreciation of irreducible complexity.

The ecosystem engendering this control from above is a 
panoply of natural enemies, which is to say the predators 
and pathogens of the “pests.” They form three distinctly 
recognizable control-from-above subnetworks, all of which 
are representable by hypergraphs (Golubski et  al. 2016), 
all of which involve important spatial dynamics, and each 
of which involves some additional aspect of contemporary 
theory in the field of complex systems. We treat each of the 
networks in turn, focusing on the green coffee scale (Coccus 
viridis), the coffee berry borer (Hypothenemus hampei), and 
the agent of the coffee leaf rust disease (Hemelia vastatrix).

As has been reported in numerous venues (Pendergrast 
2010), coffee is an unusually important agricultural 

commodity. First, it is lauded in popular culture for its drug-
based constituents and therefore occupies a special  position 
in international commerce. Second, its role in creating 
the high-quality matrix that is necessary for biodiversity-
friendly landscapes is undeniable (Perfecto and Vandermeer 
2015), given proper management. However, not all produc-
tion styles are equivalent. Although sometimes categorized 
dichotomously into shade versus sun coffee, there is, in fact, 
a range of management styles, most of which include some 
kind of shade trees as part of the system (Moguel and Toledo 
1999). Third, it is well worth remembering the importance 
of trees in agriculture as part of the global agenda of contain-
ing the runaway climate change era we currently live in (Nair 
et al. 2010), especially relevant for shade coffee. Fourth, it is 
the basis of livelihood for millions of small-scale farmers the 
world over (Méndez et al. 2011) and important economically 
for many poor nations.

For the present article, however, the idea of ecosystem 
services is the normative background of our narrative, espe-
cially as regards the important service of pest regulation, or 
ecologically speaking, controlling herbivores from above. 
There are three herbivores that need to be regulated, which 
is to say for which a system of control from above is sought. 
A key feature of this control is a species of ant, Azteca seri-
ceasur, that nests in the shade trees and is either directly 
or indirectly involved in the regulation of the three coffee 
herbivores. We begin with an essential feature of the system, 
the spatial distribution of that species of ant.

The Turing process and the spatial distribution of the 
ant Azteca sericeasur
The ant is oddly nonrandom in its spatial distribution: 
When you find a nest (almost always in a shade tree), you 
frequently find another nest nearby, but large sections of 
shaded farms have no nests at all. Quantitative sampling 
verifies this simple observable fact (Vandermeer et al. 2008, 
Jackson et al. 2014, Li et al. 2016), an important feature of 
the regulation of all three of the herbivores. The question 
first arises as to where this pattern comes from. There is 
now substantial evidence that the spatial pattern of the ants 
is self-organized, which is to say that it emerges from the 
internal dynamics of the ant population itself, not from 
any underlying forces such as moisture or temperature or 
particular vegetation formations (Vandermeer et  al. 2008, 
Liere et al. 2014, Li et al. 2016). The pattern is formed in a 
complicated fashion by a process similar to that described 
by Alan Turing in 1952. Turing was interested in chemicals, 
especially morphogens (proteins involved in the creation 
of patterns during biological development). In chemistry, a 
reaction is frequently assumed to be stabilized by the bal-
ance between an activation process and a repression process. 
However, a completely different form of chemical process 
occurs in a spatially constrained space, the process called dif-
fusion. Inject a drop of black ink into a beaker of water, and 
the instability of the drop isolated from the water gradually 
turns into a beaker of grey—very stable indeed. It would be 
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natural to think that these two stabilizing processes, activa-
tion or repression and diffusion, when combined, would 
also be stable. What Turing demonstrated was that if the 
repression force diffused at a rate greater than the activation 
force, a nonrandom pattern of some sort would develop. The 
basic idea is that the activating chemical starts the reaction 
at a specific point in the space but begins its diffusion away 
from that point immediately. The repressive chemical is 
eventually produced by the reaction and cancels the effect of 
the activator, but, because it diffuses at a rate that is greater 
than that of the activating chemical, it eventually occupies 
a space where the activator had not yet arrived, therefore 
canceling the effect of the activator at that point. The results 
could be spots (e.g., the spots on a leopard’s coat) or stripes 
(e.g., the stripes on a tiger’s coat) or some other more com-
plicated form, but the point is simply the qualitative one 
that a nonrandom pattern would spontaneously develop 
when these two stabilizing forces were combined. The two 
stabilizing forces, reaction (activation or repression) and 
diffusion, combine to form an instability; the whole system 
is therefore referred to as diffusive instability or sometimes 
Turing instability.

Something very similar happens in ecological systems. 
Evident at a qualitative level but also explored several times 
mathematically (Alonso et al. 2002), a predator–prey system 
distributed in space is such a system. The prey as activa-
tor and the predator as repressor is the reaction, and the 

migration or dispersal of predator and prey is the diffusion. 
However, an important difference between the ecological 
and chemical metaphor is that, in the predator–prey situa-
tion, it is frequently the case that, at a very local level, the 
predator and prey form an unstable relationship (perhaps 
usually), whereas adding diffusion to the mix may result in 
stabilizing the system. The classic experiments of Huffaker 
(1958) illustrated this point many years ago (although the 
insights of Turing were apparently unknown to Huffaker), 
with two species of mites, one a forager on the surface of 
oranges, the other a predator on that forager. Huffaker 
devised a spatial system in which a part of the surface of 
an orange provided a substrate for the two mites, and the 
oranges could be arranged in an array to represent a spatial 
matrix. As frequently cited in ecology textbooks, when pred-
ator and prey were isolated on a single orange, the preda-
tor would inevitably overeat, first driving the prey locally 
extinct (on a single orange) and then dying of starvation. 
In contrast, if a spatial pattern of a number of oranges was 
presented to the mites, with the possibility of dispersal from 
one orange to another, a seeming stabilization of the preda-
tor–prey system over the whole space occurred.

Although the take-home message of Huffaker’s experi-
ment is that environmental heterogeneity can stabilize an 
inherently unstable system, what is less frequently dis-
cussed is Huffaker’s observations of the resulting spatial 
distribution of the mites. In figure 1, we display one cycle 

a b c d d f

Figure 1. One of three cycles reported by Huffaker in his classic study. The spatial patterns of the densities of the prey 
on the 10 × 12 array of oranges are illustrated above the graph, with darker shaded squares corresponding to large local 
populations, lightly shaded squares to lower populations, and empty squares to zero mites. Note how the formation and 
dissolution of clusters can easily be imagined in this classic study, reflecting the dynamic patterns expected from a Turing 
mechanism. We added the oval outlines to emphasize our qualitative interpretation.
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of the three-cycle predator–prey system he observed in the 
spatially distributed system, along with the spatial pattern 
of the foraging mites. Note the emergence and disappear-
ance of clusters. In the spatial pattern in figure 1a, one can 
visualize (we have added oval outlines to aid in visualizing 
our interpretation) that a single cluster seems to be forming. 
Figure 1b shows that initial cluster growing and the possible 
formation of a second cluster. In figure 1c, the two clusters 
have grown considerably. In figure 1d, the largest cluster 
seems to have split into two smaller clusters, whereas the 
other cluster seems to have expanded slightly. In figure e, the 
two smaller clusters that came from the first cluster seem to 
be disappearing and the second cluster seems to have split 
in two. In figure f, two of the clusters remain. Although this 
interpretation of Huffaker’s data is qualitative (and certainly 
questionable), it serves to illustrate the basic process of clus-
ter dynamics that is expected from a spatial system emerging 
from the Turing mechanism (Ong et al. 2018). It is further-
more worth noting that, in the present example, as well as in 
Turing dynamics in general, the spatial pattern occurs even 
though the physical space in which the processes occur is 
uniform or, at least, distinct from the patterns formed.

In the coffee agroecosystem, we have argued (Vandermeer 
et  al. 2008, Li et  al. 2016) that the Azteca nest pattern is 

formed in a similar fashion. The repression agent is thought 
to be a parasitic fly, Pseudacteon spp., in the family Phoridae 
(Philpott et al. 2009). The fly oviposits on the back of the 
ant’s head, and its larva penetrates the head capsule, there 
developing to the point that the head of the ant falls off of 
the body (hence the name “decapitating fly”) and a new fly 
emerges to mate and repeat the cycle. As a local population 
of ant nests builds up from single (or a few) queens taking 
a part of the colony to a new shade tree (the activator), spa-
tial clusters are formed. As the clusters become larger, they 
are targets for the phorid flies, either because the flies are 
attracted from far away or they build up local populations 
within the area of the nest cluster. Either way, the flies act as 
the repressor in the system. The result is a patchy distribu-
tion of ants. In figure 2, we show the nest distribution for 3 
of the 12 years of the study and enlarge one section (about 
1.5 hectares) of the data to illustrate how clusters form 
and dissipate over time. We note that the general qualita-
tive dynamics of the formation and dissolution of patches, 
such as the Huffaker mite example above, resonates quite 
well with the basic expectations of the Turing process. 
We further note that the dynamic details associated with 
the cluster scalings that we discussed earlier (Vandermeer 
et al. 2008) seem to repeat themselves in subsequent years, 

Figure 2. Distribution of shade trees containing nests of Azteca sericeasur over a 10-year period. Each circle is a single 
shade tree containing a nest. There are approximately 7,000–11,000 total shade trees in the plot (depending on the year), 
but only the ones containing an Azteca nest are plotted. The rectangles outlined with dashed lines in the upper graphs 
are magnified below to illustrate the dynamic nature of the system. In 2006, in this small—approximately 1.5-hectare—
subgraph, there is a single cluster of 15 nests in the upper right-hand corner. In 2011, that cluster had dissipated into a less 
dense cluster of seven nests, and a new cluster of four nests had appeared in the lower left-hand corner. In 2016, the upper 
right-hand corner cluster has disappeared entirely, and the lower left cluster had expanded to include seven nests.
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following a special pattern of self-organization (Pascual and 
Guichard 2005).

The consequences of this clustered distribution of ant 
nests are diverse and complicated, as will be evident from 
our subsequent narrative, but can be summarized with a 
reversion to earlier observations about environmental het-
erogeneity. Tansley and Chipp noted in 1926:

“It is really the whole of the living organisms together, 
plus the inorganic factors working on them, which 
make up… a ‘system.’ But such a ‘system’ considered 
fundamentally… must include the ‘inorganic’ factors 
of the habitat and these obviously cannot be consid-
ered as ‘members’ of the community, and if we take 
the inorganic factors as external, why not biotic factors 
such as grazing animals?”

These and other early ecologists certainly recognized 
patchiness in the environmental scaffolding on which eco-
logical communities sit. Historically, it is likely the case 
that the massive vegetative surveys that energized the 
development of ecology in the early twentieth century tac-
itly assumed that ubiquitous edaphic and climatologically 

produced patches determined regular combinations of plant 
species. These physical patches clearly made intelligible 
many particulars of plant distributions, and to the present 
day, there is a tendency to ask what the underlying edaphic 
factors are that prejudice one species as opposed to another 
or one species complex over another. However, the prescient 
observations of Tansley and Chipp (1926) bring to the table 
the possibility that the biological interactions themselves 
create the heterogeneity, what we have referred to as a pilot 
pattern (Vandermeer and Jackson 2018), similar to the 
important idea of niche construction (Odling-Smee et  al. 
1996, Vandermeer 2008) but with a key interspecific and 
spatial element: Species group X creates the spatially explicit 
conditions for species group Y to exist.

This framing is convenient for the present summary. The 
clustered distribution of the Azteca ants indeed does provide 
an essential environmental heterogeneity on which the other 
systems operate. However, we add to this narrative the idea 
that the species group providing the pilot pattern must oper-
ate in a distinct time frame from the other systems operative 
within it, a restriction that seems to be relevant at least for 
the systems we report in the present article. The pilot pattern 
formed by the Azteca–phorid complex must be experienced 
by the rest of the relevant organisms as parallel to the old 
idea of edaphic or climatological factors—relatively perma-
nent compared with the dynamical changes of the systems 
living within the pattern (Vandermeer and Jackson 2018).

The green coffee scale: Critical transition and 
hysteresis
As is frequently noted, the green coffee scale insect is 
a persistent but relatively benign coffee herbivore, only 
rarely reaching important pest status, although with clear 
potential to do so (figure 3). A casual walk on a cof-
fee farm reveals what appears to be a regulating factor. 
Searching coffee bushes, one finds scale insects here and 
there and, importantly, a small species of beetle that is 
evidently feasting on them (Liere and Larsen 2010, Liere 
and Perfecto 2014, Liere et al. 2014, Ong and Vandermeer 
2014). The predatory beetle is Azya orbigera, in the family 
Coccinelidae. Without a doubt, this observation can easily 
lead to the conclusion that the relatively rare scale insect 
is kept under control by the relatively common coccinel-
lid beetle. But a closer look reveals a dramatic variability: 
Some bushes are very heavily laden with the scale insects, 
and some have none at all.

There is another classical ecological notion that emerges 
in this system. Surrounding the tree in which an Azteca 
nest is located is a region containing coffee plants that are 
routinely patrolled by the Azteca ants that were described 
above. The ants harvest the sweet secretions the scale insects 
produce and, in turn, scare away or kill the natural enemies 
seeking to attack the scales (figure 3b), a well-known mutu-
alism (Vandermeer and Perfecto 2006, Rivera-Salinas et al. 
2018). Because the coffee bushes located near the shade trees 
that contain Azteca nests are where the scale insect is at least 

Figure 3. The green coffee scale, Coccus viridis. (a) Note 
adults concentrated on the main vein of the leaf and first 
instar larvae, crawlers, some of which have already begun 
feeding along a secondary vein, others of which have 
yet to settle down and may be blown away by wind, the 
main form of dispersal of the species. (b) Ants, Azteca 
sericeasur, tending the scale insects on a coffee branch. 
Photographs: Ivette Perfecto.
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partially protected from the predatory 
beetle and various parasitoids, this area 
represents a refuge for the scale insect. 
It is therefore tempting to conclude that 
the ant itself is an indirect herbivore 
on the coffee (by protecting the scales, 
which are herbivores, the basic idea of 
the friend of my enemy is my enemy). 
Although such is the case at a very local 
level (e.g., the level of an individual cof-
fee bush), because of the complexities 
induced by the beetle predator, such is 
not the case at a larger scale. The ants 
effectively provide an area of high food 
availability for the beetle. Furthermore, 
the ants protecting the scale insects also, 
inadvertently, protect the beetle larvae 
from its own parasitoids, providing an 
effective refuge for the beetle as well 
(Liere and Perfecto 2014). Predator–prey 
systems that contain a refuge are well 
studied in theoretical ecology (Murdoch 
1969, Abrams and Walters 1996), usually 
with an emphasis on their stabilizing 
properties.

Expanding our view to a larger spa-
tial scale, we deduce an evident contra-
diction from easily observable patterns. 
The scale insects are inevitably eaten 
by the predatory beetle (there are other 
 predators—Iverson et  al. 2018, Uno 
2007—but, by far, the most common is 
A. orbigera) unless they are protected 
by the ants. However, the ants cannot 
provide protection if they have not yet 
created a foraging pattern at the site 
where the scales are located. Therefore, 
the scale insect is unable to form a suc-
cessful population unless under pro-
tection from the ants but is unable 
to attract the ant protection unless it 
builds up at least a small population. 
This pattern is well known in ecol-
ogy as an Allee effect: An organism 
cannot form a successful population 
unless a critical number of individuals 
first become established, a mechanism 
generally understood to frequently 
be involved with the idea of critical 
transitions.

In figure 4, we illustrate the system 
with a cartoon diagram approximately 
summarizing a simple population model 
(details can be found in Vandermeer 
and Perfecto 2019). On one hand, as 
the dispersion of scales moves from a 

Figure 4. Theoretical pattern expected from the combination of Azteca ants 
creating a refuge for the scale insects and the adult predatory beetle (Azya 
orbigera) responding spatially. (a) When dispersing from far from the refuge 
toward the refuge, the local presence of the beetle “follows” the scales to very 
near to the edge of the refuge. (b) The population density as a function of the 
distance to the nest expected from the story in panel (a). (c) When dispersing 
from within the refuge to far away from the refuge, it is unlikely that any beetle 
predators will “follow” the dispersal route, resulting in (d) the population 
density as a function of the distance to the nest expected from this alternative 
story. (e) Combining the two expected population patterns results in a graph 
illustrating the phenomenon of hysteresis.
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position far removed from the refuge (ant nest) toward 
it, the adult beetle predators that have already located the 
scales will tend to move with it, until they encounter the 
protective ants (i.e., find themselves entering the refuge), 
as is presented in figure 4a. A snapshot at some particular 
time therefore might look like the pattern in figure 4b. On 
the other hand, as the dispersion of scales moves from a 
position within the refuge away from it, the encounter with 
the beetle predators will not occur until the scales are far 
removed from the refuge, as is presented in figure 4c. A 
snapshot at some particular time therefore might look like 
the pattern in figure 4d. Finally, combining the pattern of 
figure 4b with that of figure 4d, we obtain the combined 
graph presented in figure 4e. Note that there is a broad 
region in which the scales could be very high while at the 
same time could be very low, effectively depending on 
where the scales are dispersing from, a structure typically 
referred to as hysteresis.

Selecting 20 different shade trees con-
taining Azteca nests, we examined all 
coffee bushes within 2 meters of the 
nest and a number of bushes further 
removed (the actual number depended 
on the particular site and the avail-
ability of trees nearby). We estimated 
the activity of Azteca ants on each of 
the bushes before counting the scale 
insects, to get an estimate of where the 
actual refuge was located (figure 5a). 
Note that the ant activity within 1 meter 
of the nest was high for almost all bushes 
surveyed (indeed, not a single bush had 
zero activity), although positions greater 
than 1 meter awaty were highly variable, 
with some bushes having high activity 
levels and others having none. Further 
than 4 meters from the nest, ant activity 
was effectively nonexistant, and bushes 
further than about 4 meters from the 
nest were completely out of the refuge. 
Plotting the number of bushes with a 
saturated density of scale insects (i.e., 
more than 400 scales) and those with 
less than 10 scales, we obtain a pattern 
(figure 5b) corresponding quite closely 
to what is expected from the hysteretic 
pattern predicted by the theoretical con-
siderations (figure 4e; Vandermeer and 
Perfecto 2019).

A further complication enters with a 
more complete natural history under-
standing of the beetles and their larvae. 
Although the adult beetle can fly and 
therefore forage over long distances for 
its food source, the larvae are largely 
restricted to terrestrial movement; that is, 

they are restricted in space (Jha et al. 2012). Female beetles 
therefore must choose their oviposition sites in such a way 
that the larvae will mature in an environment that contains 
a locally abundant food source. One major food source for 
predatory beetles is the general kinds of insects that are 
relatively sessile and suck the juices from plants, precisely 
the characteristics of the green coffee scale. They are easy 
targets for predators because they are normally slow moving 
and have few defenses. The problem for a potential predator 
is that they are very frequently defended by ants, precisely 
in areas where they are good sources of food for a beetle 
larva. Consequently, a whole group of beetles has evolved 
the habit of seeking out ants and ovipositing in areas where 
ants are abundant and defending the hemipterans. These 
myrmecophilous beetles must obviously have a strategy of 
protecting their larvae from the aggressive action of the ants 
and of enabling oviposition in sites of high ant activity (Hsieh 
et al. 2012, Liere and Perfecto 2014). In the case of the beetle 

Figure 5. Results from observations on 211 coffee bushes surrounding 20 
Azteca nests in 2018 (within an area of approximately 30 meters, on a shade 
coffee farm in southern Mexico, Finca Irlanda). (a) Activity of Azteca ants 
(the number of individuals crossing a fixed point on a branch in 1 minute) 
as a function of the distance from the ant nest (the effective refuge for the 
scale insects is where the ants are active). (b) The number of scale insects per 
bush. All points at 400 are greater than or equal to 400. The two categories of 
proportion of bushes with more than 400 scales and less than 10 scales are also 
indicated with the connected lines for binned data. The data were summarized 
from Vandermeer and Perfecto (2019).
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A. orbigera, the larva is covered with waxy filaments that tend 
to stick in the ants’ mandibles whenever they try to attack it 
(figure 6a). But more importantly, female beetles take advan-
tage of an unusual behavioral pattern of the ants in order to 
oviposit where the scales are abundant (figure 6b). When a 
phorid fly attacks an ant, that ant exudes a pheromone that 
effectively says to the other ants in the general vicinity “Look 
out! Phorids attacking,” and the surrounding sisters all adopt 
a sort of catatonic posture, heads up, mandibles open, and sta-
tionary (figure 6b; Liere and Larsen 2010, Hsieh and Perfecto 
2012, Hsieh et al. 2012). Although the phorid is able to detect 
the alarm pheromones of the ant and is therefore attracted 
to it, it is unable to actually oviposit on the ant unless it sees 
some movement (Mathis et  al. 2011, Mathis and Philpott 
2012, Mathis and Tsutsui 2016). Therefore, not only the ant 
under potential phorid attack, but also the sisters surround-
ing her assume this semistationary posture, a result of the 
very specific pheromone that alerts all ants in the vicinity that 
a phorid is lurking about. Remarkably, the adult female beetle 
is able to detect and react to this specific chemical, apparently 
using it as a cue that the time is propitious to enter into the 
ant-protected zone to sneak in some ovipositions (Hsieh and 
Perfecto 2012, Hsieh et  al. 2012). Therefore the phorid, in 
addition to being an important player in the Turing process 
that forms the basic spatial structure of the system, imposes 
a trait-mediated indirect interaction (Werner and Peacor 
2003), in which the effect of the ant on the beetle (and other 
elements; see below) is reduced.

There is more to this story: first, from simple theoretical 
considerations and, second, from some evident natural his-
tory observations of the system. The theoretical consider-
ations emerge from the knowledge that the refuge is dynamic. 
That is, past ecological theory has shown that when a 
prey species is able to retreat from its predator in a fixed 
refuge space, the basic instabilities of the predator–prey 

arrangement can be cancelled. But, in the present example, 
the refuge is effectively a pattern formed by another element 
in the system (Vandermeer and Jackson 2018), the Azteca 
ant. And the Azteca ant is dynamic in the system, increasing 
its numbers (nests) in proportion to the resources it gains 
(the scale insects). If the scale insect population increases, 
there is more food for the ant, and it will therefore make more 
nests and expand its territory, creating even more refuge area 
for the scale insect. However, as the ant expands its area of 
influence (because of an abundance of scale insects that are 
not eaten by the adult beetles that the ant chases away), an 
increasing fraction of the area becomes refuge and, therefore, 
not available to the adult beetles (assuming, for the sake of 
argument, that the phorids are unable to restrict this expan-
sion). At the extreme, there must be some point at which the 
beetle is unable to find enough prey to continue its popula-
tion expansion, because almost all of the area would now 
be a refuge for the scale insect. Therefore, theoretically, the 
inevitable expansion of the refuge would lead to the eventual 
local extinction of the beetle predator. It could, of course, 
be the case that this expected instability of the system does 
not express itself for diverse reasons or perhaps for an exces-
sively long time. However, purely theoretically, it represents a 
potential problem for persistence of this control agent.

The theoretical problem (whether it represents a real prob-
lem is not the topic at this point) is resolved by some very 
simple natural history observations. A fungal disease, known 
as the white halo fungus (Lecanicillium lecanii), almost 
inevitably becomes epizootic (epidemic), especially when 
local population densities of the scale insect become large 
(figure 7; Jackson et  al. 2009, 2014). The fungus can occa-
sionally be found on isolated scale insects, but almost always 
is most evident when scale insects have built up a significant 
local population density, and such a buildup can only happen 
when they are under the protective custody of the Azteca ant.

Figure 6. The mechanisms whereby the beetle predator avoids the protective activity of the ant. (a) Beetle larvae with 
long waxy filaments protected from an Azteca worker who just had her mandibles gummed up by the wax after making 
the mistake of trying to attack. (b) A phorid fly (indicated by the arrow) hovers above the Azteca ants, inducing their 
characteristic behavior of elevating their body in a semicatatonic state with mandibles open. Photographs: (a) Ivette 
Perfecto. (b) John Vandermeer.
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In the end, we see that the Azteca ant plays a key role in 
the control of this pest. On one hand it protects the scale 
insect from its adult beetle predator but only in the area 
of the refuge of the scale, which is defined by the ant itself 
(in combination with its key parasite, the phorid fly). On 
the other hand, it permits the scale insect to build up such 
large local populations that the white halo fungus frequently 
becomes epizootic and drives the scale insect to local extinc-
tion. It is a curious inverse application of Gause’s traditional 
competitive exclusion principle, which might be expected to 
apply between the fungus and the beetle because they share 
this same food source. It seems unlikely, however, that the 
scale could be controlled completely by either the beetle or 
the fungal disease, except in the context of a spatial pattern 
generated by the Azteca ant (and its phorid fly parasitoid). 
The massive expansion of the ants that might be expected 
theoretically never happens, partly because of the local effect 
of the fungal disease and the beetle larvae together reducing 
the scale insect population locally. Therefore, the dynamic 
nature of the ant cluster mosaic (e.g., figure 2), always pro-
vides a small set of refuges (areas surrounding Azteca nests) 
that allows the beetle predator to be maintained throughout 
the coffee farm. From the point of view of the beetle, it is 
perhaps ironic that the beetle itself may be involved in the 
organization of the spatial pattern that is required for its own 
persistence (Jha et al. 2012, Liere et al. 2012, 2014).

There is yet an additional complication. The fungal 
disease, once it arrives, multiplies extremely rapidly. But, 
as was noted above, it does not arrive in the first place (at 
least not all that regularly) unless the scale population is 
large and locally concentrated. Therefore, once the disease 
gets there, it increases to epidemic levels and wipes out the 
entire population of scale insects (in a local area), creating a 

classical situation of boom and bust and hysteresis in space 
(figure 8a). Although it is a somewhat complicated argument 
that has been made in a couple of different ways elsewhere 
(Ong and Vandermeer 2015, Ong et  al. 2018, Vandermeer 
and Perfecto 2019), the disease can clearly generate a locally 
chaotic dynamic trajectory. Its population dynamics over 
time are therefore expected to be both oscillatory and unpre-
dictable. Furthermore, as the relevant population gets closer 
to the ant nest (its refuge from the beetle), the oscillations 
with its disease are expected to be more and more extreme. 
Eventually, they become so extreme that they transcend the 
boundaries of a critical value and both scales and disease 
completely disappear. Note that chaotic trajectories have 
boundaries (population densities that never go either higher 
or lower than some critical values), and the equilibrium 
point at zero is constrained within a basin of attraction. As 
the system gets closer to the refuge, the combination of a 

Figure 7. Scale insects massively infected with the white 
halo fungus (Lecanicillium lecanii). Each scale is 
surrounded with the mycelium of the fungus, creating a 
halo around each individual scale insect. Photograph: 
John Vandermeer. Figure 8. Conceptual diagrams of the overall expected 

dynamics of the control system for the green coffee scale, 
an expanded version of figure 4. (a) The prospects for 
two distinct hysteretic zones each associated with a 
distinct control element (Ong and Vandermeer 2018). 
(b) Because of the “boom, bust” nature of the white halo 
fungal disease, we have argued elsewhere that population 
trajectories are likely to be formally chaotic (Vandermeer 
and Perfecto 2019). The lower equilibrium point (i.e., 
zero scale insects) will exist within a basin of attraction 
(as will any attractor), and that basin will have an edge 
(frequently called a separatrix). The chaotic attractor 
will be constrained within some limits, and those limits 
are referred to as the boundary of the attractor. When 
the fluctuations of the chaotic attractor become especially 
large, its boundary will intersect the edge of the basin of 
attraction in what is normally referred to as a basin or 
boundary collision (Vandermeer and Yodzis 1999).
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lower bound on the scale population and the rapidity with 
which it can increase when under protection from the ants 
combine to frequently produce chaotic oscillations, and the 
collision between the boundary of the chaos and the basin 
edge causes the population to crash, in a basin or boundary 
collision (Vandermeer and Yodzis 1999). The basic dynam-
ics are illustrated in cartoon form in figure 8b.

To the extent there exists evidence to support the ideas 
of chaos and basin or boundary collision as represented in 
figure 8, we display some data in figure 9. The expectation 
from a chaotic approach to a basin boundary collision is 
complicated (Scheffer et  al. 2012) and requires a far more 
dense data set than we currently have, but what is available 
certainly supports the idea that, as the system approaches 
the refuge, it undergoes complicated and relatively unpre-
dictable behavior within a hysteretic zone. A complicating 
issue is the fact that the scale insect population density is 
the main determinant of the probability of infection, and 
that density increases as the refuge is approached. As the 
refuge is approached, we expect an increase in total scale 
population (including those infected) and an increase in 
the fungal infection rate. With the increase in total scale 
population we expect an increase in susceptible scales (i.e., 
uninfected) as the refuge is approached. Within the refuge, 
we expect the signal of flickering (Sheffer 2009), which, in 

this case, would result in a bimodal distribution of bushes, 
many with no infection and many with high infection with 
few intermediates. That is precisely the pattern suggested by 
the data presented in figure 9. At the periphery of the refuge 
(the graph at 5–7 meters), we generally have very few scales 
and low levels of disease incidence. Moving further into the 
refuge area, we see a gradual buildup of disease incidence 
(labeled “with 100% infection” in figure 9b), culminating in 
bimodality when we arrive at a distance of 0–1 meters.

What is not immediately obvious from this analysis is 
that there are really three qualitatively distinct outcomes at a 
local level, which is to say on a particular coffee bush. If the 
bush is very close to the Azteca nest, the ants forage vigor-
ously and, therefore, the scale insects are highly protected 
from the beetle predator. Consequently, they build up very 
high local populations, and are subjected, eventually, to the 
white halo fungus disease, effectively eliminating the entire 
population (and, of course, the fungus itself dies locally after 
its food source is eliminated). At the other extreme, when 
the coffee bush is far removed from the ant nest, the scale 
insect is constantly attacked by the adult beetles (as well as 
some other natural enemies such as hymenopteran parasit-
oids; Uno 2007) and never is able to build up a substantial 
population. Therefore, it would appear that either very close 
to an Azteca nest or very far away from an Azteca nest the 

Figure 9. Distribution of the white halo fungus disease (caused by Lecanicillium lecanii) as a function of distance to the 
central nest. (a) A conceptual diagram of the spatial pattern expected from the dynamics, where the black figures represent 
the beetle predator to the right and the Azteca ants to the left, the green shaded ovals represent the healthy, uninfected 
scales, and the white ovals represent the scales infected with the white halo fungus. (b) Frequency distributions of coffee 
bushes with various levels of white halo fungus, each panel ranging from 0% (all scale insects on a bush healthy) to 100% 
(all scales insects on a bush completely covered with the disease). Only bushes with more than 50 scale insects are included 
(109 bushes from the total of 211 bushes sampled around 20 Azteca nests).
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green coffee scale is kept under control. However, in the real 
world, there is no such thing as only far away or very near; 
many coffee bushes are neither.

The result is a complex system in which the Azteca ant 
forms a reaction or diffusion Turing-like pattern-forming 
complex that acts as a pilot structure, driving the spatially 
dependent direct control system. The ant exerts a behavioral 
restriction on the beetle (an indirect nonlinear effect), but 
the phorid exerts a behavioral restriction on the ant (another 
indirect nonlinear effect), causing what has been referred to 
as a trait-mediated cascade of effects and imposing a hyper-
graph-like structure on the system (Golubski et  al. 2016). 
The concentration of ants creates refuges within which 
the adult beetle predator (A. orbigera) is restricted from 
active predation but within which the pest, the scale insect, 
builds up very dense local populations, the consequence of 
which is a high attack rate of the white halo fungus disease. 
Regulation of this herbivore is therefore effected through 
a complex system involving a Turing process, nonlinear 
indirect interactions, critical transitions, hysteresis, chaos, 
basin or boundary collisions, and a hypergraph, all elements 
of the burgeoning field of complex systems. The elements 
of the system are illustrated in figure 10. Note the central 
role of the Azteca ants. It is worth emphasizing that these 
ants are obligate tree nesters, which suggests that the trend 
to eliminate the shade trees in the system, thought to be a 

modernizing effort, completely breaks down this complex 
system.

An interesting complication emerges as we understand 
the importance of these two obvious natural enemies of the 
scale insect (the coccinellid beetle and the pathogenic fun-
gus). We began by proposing a predator–prey driven Turing 
mechanism to generate the clustered distribution of ant 
nests, a clear application of what has previously been noted; 
predator–prey systems distributed in space can generate 
Turing-like patterns. The predator was the phorid parasitoid, 
and the prey was the Azteca ant. However, the spirit of the 
Turing mechanism involves only generalized reaction and 
diffusion terms, wherein the reaction is thought to be a cou-
pled positive or negative effect. And in the present example, 
there are two clear negative effects on the ant through the 
attack on its food. Both the predatory beetle A. orbigera 
and the white halo fungus are enemies of the scale insect, 
the main food of the Azteca, and therefore both constitute 
a negative effect. It has been independently suggested that 
either the beetle (Liere et  al. 2012) or the fungus (Jackson 
et al. 2009, 2014, MacDonald et al. 2013) could be the repres-
sion agent that generates the Turing-like pattern. Evidence 
from a combination of modeling and empirical observations 
suggests that either could be true. If the beetle is the cause 
of the pattern formation, it is an especially interesting situa-
tion in that the beetle population itself is dependent on the 
existence of the spatial pattern for its own survival (it needs 
clusters of ant nests for its larvae to survive and areas free of 
ants for its adults to feed) but is the cause of the formation of 
that pattern in the first place (Liere et al. 2012, 2104).

The coffee berry borer: indirect nonlinearities
Perhaps the most directly obvious of the three pests is the 
infamous coffee berry borer, because of its habit of drilling 
directly into the seed, which is the basic commodity that 
goes to market. It emerged as a major pest in the 1980s and 
is regarded as far more important, on most farms, than the 
green coffee scale. The literature on the coffee berry borer is 
now enormous because of its sometimes devastating effect 
(Murphy and Moore 1990, Damon 2000). A variety of natural 
enemies have been reported, including the fungus Beauveria 
bassiana (De La Rosa et al. 2000), anole lizards (Monagan 
et al. 2017), birds (Kellerman et al. 2008, Johnson et al. 2010, 
Karp et  al. 2013, Chain-Guadarrama et al. 2019), possibly 
bats (Williams-Guillen et  al. 2008, Karp et  al. 2013), and 
parasitic Hymenoptera (Howard and Infante 1996, Barrera 
et al. 1990, Gómez et al. 2005, Infante et al. 2005, Vega et al. 
2009). But, by far, the most obvious natural enemies are ants.

There is now a substantial literature documenting the 
general category of ants as major predators on this seed-eat-
ing herbivore (Bustillo et al. 2002, Philpott and Armbrecht 
2006, Armbrecht and Gallego 2007, Philpott et al. 2008, 
2012, 2014, Larsen and Philpott 2010, Gonthier et al. 2013, 
De la Mora et al. 2015, Morris et al. 2015, 2018, Morris and 
Perfecto 2016). As in the case of the predacious beetle on 
the scale insect, some rather casual observations can easily 

Figure 10. Basic elements of the system, illustrating some 
of the complexities involved in the natural regulation 
of this potential pest. The arrowheads indicate positive 
effects, and the filled circles indicate negative effects. The 
connections to connections (e.g., the Azteca connects to the 
curve connecting the beetle to the scale insect) represent 
trait-mediated indirect effects, which are higher order 
effects. Note the hypergraph-like structure wherein the 
phorid interferes with the ability of Azteca to interfere 
with the ability of the beetle to prey on the scale insect, 
what we refer to as a trophic cascade.
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convince one that, in particular, the Azteca ants are major 
predators (or at least antagonists) to the coffee berry borer, 
and a variety of detailed studies support that conviction 
(Perfecto and Vandermeer 2006, Pardee and Philpott 2011, 
Gonthier et al. 2013). However, further examination reveals 
another major ant predator, Pheidole synanthropica, a rather 
large-body species (about the same size as Azteca) that nests 
in the ground but forages vigorously both on the ground and 
in the coffee bushes. Detailed observations (Jiménez-Soto 
et al. 2013) established that this species is a major predator 
of the berry borer. It takes the berry borer approximately 
1–2 hours to completely burrow into the fruit (although 
Sponagel 1994 reported that it took up to 8 hours), which 
means it is unprotected and unable to escape the predacious 
activity of the ants for that period of time. Both Azteca and 
P. synanthropica, if they encounter a berry borer trying to 
burrow into a seed, grab the borer by its posterior end and 
pull it out of the fruit. Azteca tends to simply throw the borer 
off the tree (although some small percentage seems to be 
taken back to the nest and therefore predated on), whereas 
P. synanthropica almost inevitably takes the borer back to its 

nest. Therefore, we might say that Azteca is mainly a general 
antagonist to the berry borer, whereas P. synanthropica is 
definitely a predator (figure 11).

The consequences of this difference are quite important. 
Although Azteca provides some protection to the coffee 
from the ravages of the berry borer, when the borer is simply 
thrown to the ground it can easily climb (or fly) back up and 
try again to bore into the seed. Indeed, there is some reason to 
suspect that the borer actually prefers to burrow in seeds that 
are protected by ants, presumably taking advantage of the ant’s 
mutualistic behavior toward the scale insects and protecting 
it from other predators that may attempt to enter the seed in 
which it is eating endosperm and creating the new generation 
of berry borers. However, this strategy is compromised by 
other species of predators (especially ground-foraging ants) 
that can directly prey on the borers when they are thrown to 
the ground, one of which is P. synanthropica. And this species 
(among others) is highly aggressive, limiting the activity of the 
smaller species (Perfecto and Vandermeer 2013).

A number of these smaller species of ants (e.g., 
figure 11c, d) are also known predators of the coffee berry 

Figure 11. Four major ant predators of the coffee berry borer. (a) Azteca sericeasur grabbing an individual berry borer 
in the act of boring into the fruit (the arrow points to the borer). (b) Pheidole synanthropica individuals cooperating 
to bring a coffee berry borer (which they had just removed from the hole it was burrowing) back to the nest (the arrow 
points to the borer). (c) Pheidole protensa, a ground-nesting and foraging species, in the act of burying a worm. The 
foraging fly provides a size comparison; the white arrow points to an individual ant. (d) Pseudomyrmex simplex, an 
arboreally foraging and nesting species, in its nest in a hollow coffee twig. Photographs: (a, b) Estelí Jiménez-Soto. (c) John 
Vandermeer. (d) Stacy Philpott.
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borer (Gonthier et  al. 2013, Morris and Perfecto 2016, 
Morris et  al. 2018). These species offer considerable regu-
latory potential because they are capable of entering the 
coffee seed through the hole that the borer makes (Larsen 
and Philpott 2010). One group is the twig-nesting complex, 
including the genus Pseudomyrmex (at least three species 
are common), and Procryptocerus scabriusculus, all adept at 
entering hollow arboreal structures because they normally 
nest in hollow twigs (figure 12d; Larsen and Philpott 2010). 
Other small arboreal ants capable of entering the hole made 
by the berry borer include the arboreally nesting Solenopsis 
picea, which nests in superficial structures, such as moss, 
surrounding the branches of the coffee bushes (Morris and 
Perfecto 2016). On the ground, a variety of ground foraging 
ants, including Pheidole protensa (figure 11c), and a variety 
of other species in that same genus are small enough to enter 
the borer’s hole. Of particular interest is the well-known 
Wasmannia auropunctata (the electric ant, or the little fire 
ant), which nests and forages on both the ground and arbo-
really (Morris and Perfecto 2016, Yitbarek et al. 2017). There 
are many other potential ant predators in the system, but 
these are the ones we have studied in particular.

Azteca clearly dominates over P. synanthropica, and both 
of them dominate over the smaller species in the system, 

reducing their nest density (i.e., overall population density, 
because, in ants, the nest is the variable of interest) signifi-
cantly (Perfecto and Vandermeer 2013). In summary, there 
are at least six species of ants that are predators on the cof-
fee berry borer, suggesting that ants represent an excellent 
natural enemy to regulate the coffee berry borer. However, 
the foregoing natural history suggests that the system is not 
so simple. Although several of the smaller arboreal species 
(Pseudomyrmex spp., S. picea, P. scabriusculus, and W. auro-
punctata) could be effective predators on adults, larvae and 
pupae of the berry borer within the fruit on the bush, they 
are effectively unable to engage in such predation if Azteca 
or P. synanthropica ants are around. Fruits that are not har-
vested tend to dry out and fall to the ground, providing a 
refuge for the beetles during the dry season but also being 
exposed to the potential predation from the smaller ants 
(W. auropunctata and P. protensa). However, those smaller 
ants have dramatically reduced populations if they are forced 
to compete with P. synanthropica, which, because of its larger 
size, is unable to penetrate the borer hole in the fruit. In other 
words, the whole system seems to be operating in a compli-
cated fashion with potential predators interfering with one 
another but perhaps acting in an emergent fashion to at least 
partially regulate this key herbivore, the coffee berry borer.

Figure 12. Summary diagram of part of the ant community associated with the regulation of the coffee berry borer. As in 
figure 10, the arrowheads indicate positive effects, the filled circles indicate negative effects, and the connections to connections 
represent trait-mediated higher-order indirect effects. The five smaller-body species, P. scabriusculus, Pseudomyrmex spp., 
S. picea, W. auropunctata, and P. protensa prey on the berry borer within the coffee berries, as well as on the ground. The 
two larger-body species, A. sericeasur and P. synanthropica attack the borer adults before they enter the berries but also have 
an indirect effect on the smaller species, interfering with their predatory activity. The horizontal dashed line represents the 
division between interactions that occur on the coffee bushes (above) and those that occur on the ground (below). The solid 
black connections indicate direct predatory effects. The bold blue curved lines (both solid and dashed) indicate indirect effects. 
The dashed blue lines (the indirect effects imposed by P. synanthropica) indicate the connections that were eliminated in 2012 
(see the text), and the dashed red lines are the negative trait-mediated effects of the phorids on the Azteca ants.
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Adding to this complication is the phorid fly. As was noted 
earlier, this fly has an important trait-mediated effect on the 
Azteca ants, the foundation of the Turing patterns we seem 
to see at a large scale and effectively contributes to the main-
tenance of the major predator of the green coffee scale (see 
figure 10). However, because, as all evidence suggests, the 
Azteca ants so dominate the coffee bushes where they forage 
that the smaller ants are unable to persist there, we might 
expect the same sort of trait-mediated cascade we saw with 
the control of the green coffee scale. Indeed, in controlled 
laboratory settings, the coffee berry borer has its success rate 
of penetrating coffee fruits reduced in the presence of the 
phorid flies. The importance of this effect is in the addition 
of what has been referred to as vertical biodiversity to the 
system (Philpott et al. 2012), the smaller ants who had been 
effecting control over the berry borer were restricted from 
doing so by the action of the Azteca, but when the phorids 
were introduced, the smaller ants again became effective 
predators. Although the Azteca ants reduced the effective-
ness of berry borer predation from these smaller ants (spe-
cifically P. simplex, P. scabriusculus), the phorids reduced the 
effectiveness of the Azteca in reducing the effectiveness of 
the smaller ants in their effectiveness in controlling the berry 
borers, a similar trait-mediated cascade that we saw for the 
green scale control. All of this is summarized in figure 12.

It is tempting to conclude something like “the more ants 
the better.” However, cascading indirect effects sometimes 
can have unexpected consequences, meaning that such a 
conclusion ought to be tempered with more careful analysis. 
Although we acknowledge this system as complex, it makes 
some sense to try and simplify it a little to perhaps gain some 
deeper insight into its operation. A glance at figure 12 suggests 
that there are two generalized groups of ant predators on the 
berry borer: the big ants (Azteca and P. synanthropica) and 
the small ants (Pseudomyrmex spp., S. picea, W. auropunctata, 

P. scabriusculus, and P. protensa). So we can think of it as a 
two-predator, one-prey system. But there is an obvious indi-
rect effect because the bigger ants negatively affect the ability 
of the smaller ants to be predators, as was discussed above. 
Depending on nest densities, it would seem that because 
the smaller ants prey on all three life stages of the borer and 
throughout the year for those that forage in infected berries 
on the ground, they might, in the end, be more efficient pred-
ators than the larger ants. Furthermore, the larger ants have 
an indirect trait-mediated effect on the smaller ants, reducing 
their effectiveness. One might argue that it is the existence of 
the smaller ants that potentially regulates the borers over the 
long run. Unpublished evidence even supports the idea that 
the berry borer actually seeks areas that are under protection 
from the ants, supporting the speculation of Gonthier and 
colleagues (2013) that the berry borer gains protection from 
smaller (more effective?) predators by preferring to attack ber-
ries under the protection of larger ants.

This basic speculation was put to an unintended test in 
2012. Because of a major outbreak of the coffee rust disease 
(as will be discussed in the following section), the coffee 
landscape where we work was heavily sprayed with a combi-
nation of calcium carbonate and copper sulfate, a permitted 
activity for organic agriculture. In figure 13, we show the 
distribution of P. synanthropica as a heat map based on how 
many tuna fish baits placed in coffee bushes had swarms 
of P. synanthropica after about 30 minutes. It is clear that 
in a single year, a population of thousands of nests of P. 
synanthropica simply disappeared. Surveys in subsequent 
years indicated that the smaller ants in the system began to 
recuperate from the reduced state they had been in, appar-
ently because of the indirect effects of P. synanthropica 
(Ennis and Philpott 2017, Philpott 2010). Those small ants 
that attack the borer within the seed, both on the tree and 
on the ground, especially increased over the next few years. 
In figure 14, we show the distribution of several of the spe-
cies in a 50 × 50 meter subplot within the 45-hectare plot. 
Note how, during the years 2009–2012, the distribution of P. 
synanthropica remained relatively constant, perhaps slowly 
increasing in its area of dominance, at the expense of P. pro-
tensa on the ground and S. picea arboreally. Then, after the 
collapse of P. synanthropica between 2012 and 2013, both of 
those smaller species (P. protensa on the ground and S. picea 
in the trees) began to move into the area previously domi-
nated by P. synanthropica. If the above speculations about 
how the ant community affects the borer are true, we might 
expect that the elimination of one of the borer’s predators 
(P. synanthropica) would result in better overall control of 
the berry borer. In surveys of the berry borer in 2005 and 
then repeated in approximately the same area in 2018, the 
attack rate of the borer went from an average of about 15% 
of berries infected with borers to less than 1%. Insect popu-
lations are notoriously variable and respond to many cues 
in the environment by increasing and decreasing popula-
tion numbers, frequently in unpredictable ways. Therefore, 
although this dramatic decline in borer numbers cannot be 

Figure 13. Heat maps of occurrence of P. synanthropica in 
2012 and 2014, illustrating the dramatic collapse of this 
population of this species.
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directly linked to the change in the ant community structure, 
it is nevertheless worth noting that the underlying narrative 
of how that community functions as a system of biological 
control concords perfectly with the changes observed.

The coffee rust disease: Historical devastation and 
the inevitability of surprise
In the early 1980s, a specter haunted the coffee growing 
regions of Central America. The infamous coffee rust disease 
(figure 15a; caused by the rust fungus Hemeilia vastatrix) 
had arrived in Brazil, and its eventual spread all the way to 
Mexico was expected, causing extreme worry among farm-
ers and technical advisors. This worry was certainly justified 
on the basis of the history of the coffee rust disease in Asia 
(McCook and Vandermeer 2015). Great Britain’s expansion 
in what was then called Ceylon (today’s Sri Lanka) was 
qualitatively distinct from many of its previous imperial 
adventures. Planting what was effectively a monoculture of 
coffee, along with a great deal of infrastructure (roads and 
railroads) for the time, it was a remarkable centrally planned 
agricultural development plan. However, the plan effectively 
created ideal conditions for any disease that could get a 
foothold, with its virtually shadeless monoculture and net-
works of roads and railroads that could help distribute the 
fungal spores widely. When the disease arrived, it took hold 
and spread throughout the entire island, eventually causing 
a complete loss of coffee production (which is why Ceylon 
tea is a well-known commodity but Ceylon coffee became 
nonexistent in the late nineteenth century).

However, the rust scare of the 1980s Mesoamerica turned 
out to be a bit of a false alarm, at least until 2012. Before 
that year, the rust was always an irksome constraint on 
production, but the complete devastation that had been 

feared when it was discovered in the early 1980s never 
came to pass; it was a problem, to be sure, but not one to 
get overly agitated about. But then, without much warning, 
there was an explosion of coffee rust in the 2012–2013 cycle. 
Countries in the zone declared emergencies as one of their 
main sources of income (sometimes the major one) seemed 
to be threatened with severe disruption. Local governments 
throughout the affected area provided emergency support 
to coffee producers and both the United Kingdom and the 
United States came up with significant international aid, 
specifically for what rapidly came to be called the most 
devastating emergency in the history of coffee production 
throughout the region (Avelino et al. 2015).

There are two ecological questions associated with this 
episode. First, why did the disease not become rampant 
for approximately 30 years after its introduction, and, sec-
ond, what caused the very sudden explosion? Although the 
answers to either of these questions remain enigmatic, using 
tools from complexity science provides us with some ideas.

The relevant biology of the rust disease is well known. A 
windblown spore adheres to the undersurface of a leaf and 
encounters a small amount of moisture, causing germination 
directly into a stoma. The mycelia grow intercellularly and 
produce haustoria, which penetrate into the plant cell and 
absorb nutrients, effectively killing the cell. As the fungus 
grows within the leaf tissue it eventually forms uridia that 
contain new spores, exiting the leaf from other stomata, caus-
ing the characteristic yellow spots on the undersurface of the 
leaves (figure 15). The transmission dynamics of the disease 
are dual (Vandermeer and Rohani 2014), with some close 
plant-to-plant dispersion of spores (Vandermeer et al. 2017), 
especially when plants are close enough to touch one another, 
along with propagule rain from the general spore load that 

Figure 14. Changes in the presence of five species of ants over a 7-year period, showing the disappearance of the species 
P. synanthropica in year 2013. Each symbol represents the occupation of tuna baits, either on the ground or in the nearest 
coffee bush to the census point. The census points were spaced 4 meters from each other, and the whole plot is 50 × 50 meters.
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exists in the atmosphere, especially in areas of high concen-
tration of coffee production, when that coffee is attacked 
by the rust. From the perspective of an individual coffee 
plant, there are two sources of rust spores: its local neighbors 
and the general accumulation of spores in its region—that 
is, from the overall spore load in the atmosphere. But it is 
also the case that this coffee plant and all others over a very 
large region contribute to the spores in the overall spore rain 
from the atmosphere. Coffee plants generally both receive 
spores from the general spore pool and contribute to that 
pool. Given this narrative, it is easy to imagine a situation in 
which a generally traditional shade coffee landscape would 
receive a particular rate of spore rain each year and would 
contribute a bit to the general pool, but because the shade 
trees act as windbreaks, much of the spore load is never deliv-
ered to the coffee plants. One could imagine an equilibrium 
in which the rust disease would be endemic but not severe, 
partly because the wind-borne spores have limited access to 
the coffee trees, meaning that the increment of spore load in 
the general atmosphere would be limited.

Focusing on the large landscape level, if the abundance of 
spores in the atmosphere is low, it is likely that the incidence 
of the disease (the fraction of farms with an epidemic) will 
also be low. But each epidemic will increase the spore density 
in the atmosphere. The probability that a given farm will 
become epidemic is a function of both the spore density in the 
atmosphere and the dispersion rate from the atmosphere to 
the farm. Changing focus to the local level, the rate of spread 

of spores from coffee bush to coffee bush on an average indi-
vidual farm will partially determine whether the rust within 
that farm will become epidemic. From the point of view of an 
individual coffee bush, the danger of being infected by a spore 
comes from two sources: the atmosphere and neighboring 
infected plants—a regional source and a local source.

Imagine that a forested ecosystem is gradually deforested 
of both shade trees in the coffee farms and the trees in 
the natural forest around them, and ask what proportion 
of the farms could be susceptible to an epidemic of coffee 
rust? According to a simple model that incorporates both 
regional and local dispersal (Vandermeer and Rohani 2014, 
Vandermeer et  al. 2017), the initial deforestation (which 
we presume increases the general, long distance dispersion 
of the spores, because of increasing wind dispersal) will 
generate an increase in the number of farms experiencing 
an epidemic. That increase is likely to be slow and steady at 
first, but there will be a specific point at which a critical tran-
sition will occur and a large number of farms will suddenly 
become highly infected. This will happen in the complete 
absence of any other environmental driver, such as climate 
change or a new more virulent strain of the disease. Indeed, 
one study in Costa Rica (Avelino et  al. 2012) showed that 
the incidence of rust disease was correlated with the amount 
of sun coffee and pasture in the surrounding landscape. It 
could very well be that the sudden outbreak of coffee rust 
in 2012 is an example of the inevitability of surprise aris-
ing from the formality of a critical transition that we have 

Figure 15. Elements of the coffee rust disease. (a) Rust lesion on the bottom of a leaf, along with the attack of the 
antagonistic mycoparasite, Lecanicillium lecanii. (b) Epidemic of L. lecanii on the rust lesions (photo from Puerto Rico). 
(c) Larva of the fly spore predator, Mycodiplosis hamaleae.
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come to associate with highly nonlinear complex systems 
(Vandermeer 2011). A cartoon version of this theoretical 
process is presented in figure 16.

An important component of the rust disease system, not 
yet completely understood, is the existence of several natural 

enemies of the rust (Jackson et  al. 2012a, 2012b, Hajian-
Forooshani et al. 2016, Vandermeer et al. 2014). Providing 
an example of the sorts of ecological complexity of popular 
literature, the fungal disease of the first pest we discussed, the 
green coffee scale (figure 7), is caused by the same species of 

Figure 16. Conceptual diagram of the coffee rust disease as it relates to the problem of deforestation (including the removal 
of shade trees from the coffee farms themselves), pictured in the present figure as the shade in coffee, but representative of 
deforestation more generally in the overall region. (a) As deforestation proceeds, the fallout of spores from the environment 
increases (because of less wind break), and the resultant increased rust infection rate contributes more spores to the general 
spore population in the atmosphere, indicated by the arrows pointing upward. (b) The combined effect of increased penetration 
of spores from the atmosphere because of deforestation and the increased contribution of spores into the atmosphere from 
higher infection rates creates a critical transition (from 40% infection, suddenly jumping to 100% infection as deforestation 
goes from 50% to 25%). (c) Reversing the deforestation trend begins with the problem that there is an extremely high spore 
density in the atmosphere, indicated by the small arrowheads at the lowest shade cover. For heuristic purposes, in this cartoon 
version, we ignore the contribution of new spores and presume that the atmospheric spore load gradually decreases because of 
the gradual decrease in the rust infection rate, as the reforestation procedure continues. (d) The combined effect of decreased 
penetration of spores form the atmosphere because of reforestation and the slow reduction of spores in the atmosphere resulting 
from reduced input from lower infection intensities. (e) Combining the ideas of the deforestation–reforestation cycle into a 
single critical transition or hysteresis graph. The drawing is based on the analytic model of Vandermeer and colleagues (2015).
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fungus that, when given the chance, attacks the coffee rust 
fungus. That same white halo fungus (L. lecanii) that attacks 
the green coffee scale, now acts as a mycoparasite (figures 7, 
15a, 15b). Because this natural enemy is also a natural enemy 
of the green coffee scale, the connection to the Azteca ant 
became obvious early on (Vandermeer et  al. 2009, Jackson 
et  al. 2012a, Hajian-Forooshani et  al. 2016); Azteca creates 
conditions under which the scale insect becomes highly 
concentrated locally, which attracts the infestation of the 
white halo fungus and creates local hot spots of spores that 
disperse locally and attack the rust. Correlative evidence 
for this hypothesis, prior to the 2012 epidemic of rust, 
comes from multiple sources (Vandermeer et al. 2009, 2014, 
Jackson et  al. 2012a). Indeed, there has been considerable 
discussion at international conferences on the potential of L. 
lecanii as a spray for the rust disease. Our work suggests that 
partial control of the rust may naturally occur through this 
and other agents (Jackson et al. 2012a, 2012b, Vandermeer 
et  al. 2014, Hajian-Forooshani et  al. 2016), although the 
epidemic throughout Mesoamerica in the 2012–2013 grow-
ing season shows the potential for the disease to escape such 
control, if, in fact, it did exist before that.

It is quite a remarkable qualitative impression one gets 
when examining the rust and its control comparatively. It is 
endemic but rarely epidemic in Puerto Rico but has main-
tained a relatively severe status in much of Mesoamerica 
since 2012 (Hajian-Forooshani et al. 2016). Examining cof-
fee leaves in Mexico easily reveals the presence of L. lecanii 
but only after considerable searching effort, whereas in 
Puerto Rico, it is almost inevitable that, if one encounters 
the rust on a leaf, it is almost certain that one encounters 
L. lecanii also. What seems epidemic in Puerto Rico is the 
L. lecanii that seems to keep the rust under control.

In addition to the white halo fungus, the larval form of a 
small fly, Mycodiplosis hamaelae, preys on the spores directly 
on the coffee leaf (figure 15c; Hajian-Forooshani et al. 2016) 
but probably also acts as a dispersal agent, at least locally (on 
an individual leaf). Several species of mites are also involved 
in the consumption or local dispersal of spores.

The coffee leaf rust continues to plague Latin American 
coffee farmers. Our studies suggest a combination of its 
transmission dynamics and how they are affected by manage-
ment issues, such as the quantity of shade and the density of 
planting, plus a variety of control from above elements (the 
mycoparasitic fungus, L. lecanii; the fly larvae, M. hamaelae; 
and, possibly, fungivorous mites) represent a source of con-
trol, which sometimes fails (Vandermeer et al. 2014).

Conclusions
Understanding the general structure of ecological communi-
ties has long been a central goal of ecology, from Haeckel to 
us. Empiricists commonly, and probably necessarily, focus 
on the community of X, which is to say an assemblage of 
species defined by some set of criteria: the fungal com-
munity of Lake Wobegon, the community of gall-forming 
insects of oak trees, the microbial community of the human 

gut, the community of four ciliate species, and so on. 
Theoreticians perhaps feel less constraint. In the present 
article, we have defined the community as the herbivores of 
the coffee plant and their associates, in which top-down con-
trol is the goal of management (bottom-up control implies 
overuse of the basic resource—i.e., a pest problem). The 
framing of regulation from above from theoretical ecology 
translates directly into biological control from agroecology. 
Indeed, in agroecology regulation from above is elementary, 
in that the top-down agents are frequently obvious (e.g., ants 
eat the berry borer, a beetle and a fungal disease control the 
scale insect, and a mycoparasitic fungus attacks the coffee 
rust disease). However, stopping at that level of understand-
ing may obscure more than clarify, much as the simple 
phrase controlled from above may indeed obscure (Ehrlich 
and Birch 1967, Murdoch 1969). Precisely how that control 
is affected may involve many complicated interactions and 
contingencies, making, we argue, the framing of complex 
systems a necessary one. The fungus that attacks the scale is 
most efficient when the scale is hyper dense at a local level, 
something that cannot happen unless it is under the protec-
tion of a mutualistic ant, which deters the other predator 
(the beetle), which, however, is able to take advantage of a 
spatial pattern that is self-organized through a Turing-like 
process, and so forth. Indeed, we argue that the under-
standing we claim to have of this system so far comes from 
detailed study, both empirical and theoretical, and, most 
importantly is dramatically enriched through the applica-
tion of some of the concepts newly developed in the distinct 
field of complex systems. Almost 10 years ago, some of us 
published a summary of this overall system (Vandermeer 
et al. 2010), suggesting that understanding it required more 
than just an identification of who eats whom. This update 
emphasizes that point.

Our narrative in the present article is perhaps a bit het-
erodox. We study a very complicated system (see figure 
17), and we seek to understand it through theoretical ecol-
ogy. To some, at least in the recent past, this might imply a 
large-scale computer model or sophisticated data manipu-
lation. Our approach is distinct, recalling the wisdom of 
Levins’ (1966) paper on the strategy of model building. We 
seek to understand, at a deep level, how this system works, 
not necessarily for the purpose of predicting its future 
state. We offer theoretical propositions, many of which are 
stimulated by mathematical arguments, but we do not seek 
what postmodern thinkers would have called a “totalizing 
discourse” with a large-scale model. Rather, we seek to use 
recent advances in complex systems as a way of stimulat-
ing thought, with the mathematical models that go along 
with them as “educating our intuition,” as Levins urged 
frequently. The models themselves (all of which can be 
extracted from the individual studies cited in the references) 
represent approximate metaphors for this complex reality, 
all fitting into a hierarchy of understanding (Levins 1966), 
which is mainly qualitative even though originally formu-
lated through mathematical reasoning.
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Furthermore, our claim that this is a complex reality is 
meant to imply something deeper than the obvious claim that 
it is complicated. It is a complex system. Systems can be com-
plicated but not complex and complex but not complicated. 
For example, if the only players in the system were Azteca, C. 
viridis, and A. orbigera, the system wouldn’t be exceptionally 
complicated (only three players), but it would be a complex 
system, because it would have a clear emergent property 
(self-organization). Even adding the phorid would mean two 
predators and two prey, but the spatial pattern that emerges 
and the dependence of one system on a second system opera-
tive at a completely distinct time scale is an essential struc-
tural component of the system as a whole. The emergence 
would defy understanding if only the separate component 
parts were studied, which is to say if it were approached from 
a purely reductionist perspective. If the only players were the 
ants and the coffee berry borer, but the ants did not exhibit 
trait-mediated indirect interactions, the system would be 
complicated (many species of ants) but not necessarily com-
plex. This distinction between complicated and complex is 
important for our narrative. Because it is a complex system, it 
requires a more holistic approach to understand and manage, 
and there’s more potential for surprise (e.g., regime shifts, 
nonlinearities, chaos). A merely complicated system would 
not have these characteristics.

That our model system is coffee is significant in several 
ways. First, traditional coffee management, with its char-
acteristic shade trees, helps to create landscapes that are 
friendly to biodiversity conservation (Perfecto et  al. 1996, 
Perfecto and Vandermeer 2015). It is a classic high-quality 
matrix for all sorts of animals and plants. Second, it involves 
a commodity that is of extremely high value, sometimes the 
main source of wealth for entire countries. Third, it is the 
basis of livelihood for millions of small farmers the world 
over. Fourth, when properly cultivated with shade, it joins 

other agroforestry systems in the worldwide struggle against 
climate change. Given all that, understanding the details 
of its operation would seem worthwhile, and marshaling 
recent insights from complex systems to anchor that nar-
rative brings one of the classical questions of community 
ecology (control from above) into focus as a practical issue. 
Consequently, besides being of potential importance for 
ecology, it makes ecology important for some practical 
aspects of this important crop. It is, for example, evident 
from only a qualitative understanding of the control from 
above system that a key element is the species of ant that 
nests in the shade trees and that, if those shade trees are 
eliminated (as some advisories suggest), the whole control 
structure will be dramatically interrupted.

Questions also arise about generality. Does this model 
system reflect something more general about the structure 
of control from above, or does it simply reflect interactions 
of this one particular system? First, most terrestrial systems 
have a spatial component involved, and framing the spatial 
component as one in which a subsystem operates to effec-
tively create a spatial pattern in which other subsystems 
may operate is likely to apply frequently. Indeed, the idea of 
a predator–prey system generating a Turing pattern may be 
increasingly appreciated as more research programs interro-
gate the idea (e.g., Alonso et al. 2002, Baurmann et al. 2007). 
Second, population dynamics unfolding on this space are 
likely to be nonlinear, and this nonlinearity will frequently 
be of the form that critical transitions lead to an alternative 
equilibrium within hysteretic zones, which may be multiple 
and constrain the herbivores above which control is being 
exerted (Ong and Vandermeer 2018, Vandermeer and 
Perfecto 2019). Third, the idea that multiple herbivores have 
their own suite of controlling factors is almost certainly true, 
but the idea that there will be connections, even if weak, with 
other subcomponents of the control from above, is likely to 
be characteristic. These three generalities encompass the 
complex systems topics of Turing pattern formation, criti-
cal transitions, hysteresis, chaos, basin boundary collisions, 
trait-mediated indirect interactions, and scale-dependent 
spatial processes, all of which are exemplified in our model 
system, and certainly may be embedded in other systems of 
control from above. The message is not that these particular 
topics are essential but, rather, that control from above is 
not the one-dimensional process frequently imagined of a 
predator guild preying on a prey guild but, instead, a com-
plex community of predators and parasites and diseases that 
interact with one another in complicated ways to eventually 
generate a self-organized system that exerts effective control 
over the herbivory.

Much as one might say that the vertebrate circulatory 
system is responsible for bringing oxygen to each cell in 
the body, one might similarly simplify and say that natural 
enemies in the coffee agroecosystem are responsible for the 
regulation of potential pests. However, it is the heart, the 
veins, the arteries, exchanges across membranes, and so 
forth that tell the real story of how the delivery of oxygen 

Figure 17. Extending the diagram of figure 10 to include all 
three pests and emphasizing how the three subcomponents 
are interconnected. The black connectors represent direct 
connections, the blue connectors (double lines) represent 
second-order effects, and the red connectors (triple lines) 
represent third-order connectors. The small filled circles 
represent negative effects, and the arrowheads represent 
positive effects.
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to our tissues actually happens. It is a complex system, 
the details of which are certainly of interest to health and 
healing. Similarly, in our agroecosystem example, the sub-
system that creates large-scale pattern sets the stage for a 
subsystem involving a predator and a disease that affect 
regulation of one pest, whereas the community structure of 
ants determines the efficiency of their predacious activities 
on a second pest and the disease that helps regulate the first 
pest is an antagonist to the third pest. This is all to say that 
yes, it is control from above, but that control is delivered 
through the ecological complexity of the community of 
natural enemies. It is misleading to suggest that listing the 
natural enemies and merely identifying them as such is suf-
ficient. It is only through the lens of the reality of its state as 
a complex system that we may gain full appreciation of the 
ecological principle of top-down control, which then can 
be fully exploited in attempts to aid the management of this 
important agroecosystem.

There is something of a conundrum in this narrative. 
Although it is clear that knowledge of all the ecological 
complexity could inform practical decisions that producers 
might want to make, is such detailed knowledge really nec-
essary to provide useful advice to the farmer? If ecological 
knowledge of the particular system is primitive, could well-
meaning agroecological advisors give advice that will have 
unintended negative consequences? Post-WWII industrial 
agriculture enthusiasts embraced DDT and other pesticides 
creating the well-known pesticide treadmill that haunts us 
still today. Indeed, that is one of the issues that caused many 
environmentally conscious analysts to call for the science 
of ecology to be more actively embraced by agricultural 
planners. However, ecology is complicated. Secondary con-
sequences cannot necessarily be predicted short of detailed 
study and the normal rules of thumb extrapolated from 
a few experiments or extralocal traditions could backfire. 
Perhaps the famous medical practitioner’s oath primum non 
nocere (first do no harm) makes sense in agriculture as well.

As farmers seek solutions to perceived problems on their 
farms, agroecologists rightly wish to use the science of ecol-
ogy to help. However, frequently (most of the time), eco-
logical knowledge of the particular system is not very well 
understood because it is only recently that agroecological 
advocates have begun to break into the mainstream, and the 
basic research required to understand some of the vexing 
problems the farmers face has yet to be done. It is therefore 
common to use a few rules of thumb: avoid monocultures, 
don’t poison your natural enemies, maintain healthy soil, 
and so on. Such rules of thumb, on the basis of perceived 
ecological rules, for the most part make sense and prob-
ably conform well to the admonition primum non nocere. 
However, it is worth remembering the dust bowl, pest resur-
gence following pesticides, ocean dead zones, and other 
consequences that we live with today because a previous 
generation of farm advocates, equally sincere in their desires 
to help farmers, were prematurely confident in the ability of 
their tools to help the farmer.
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